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what is sketchnoting?

Why Sketchnoting?
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Is a form of note taking where visual elements are used to express 
and relate  main concepts and ideas.  Sketchnoting creates a flow 
that focuses on listening, synthesizing and transferring what you 
hear.  Sketchnoting uses both visual elements and handwriting to 
convey concepts. 

Listen
Synthesize
Draw/doodle/sketch
Write

Listening and drawing writes ideas on our brains
   twice - dual coding. This embeds the ideas in
    our brain deeper. 
 
The process of drawing helps us comprehend what we’re hearing. 

We retain information longer.
We recall information faster.

The process is way more fun. 

The results are much more interesting.

Sketchnoting is about IDEAS not art.  
                                                                                                                        Mike Rohde



Choose your tools

1. sketchbooks
-dotted, graph, grid, no lines
   Moleskin, Leichstrum 1917,  
    any blank sketchbook

2. permanent pens, Micron, Le Pen, 
     Sharpie pen, Uni ball Vision Elite

3. Pencil, eraser, tape optional

4. high-lighter 
    optional: color pencil,(Prisma colors)
       markers

5. bag - so all your supplies are easy to 
      find and ready to go.  

FOR THE IPAd

1. Apple pencil

2. Apps:
 Procreate
            Paper by 53
            Concepts
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Like a key to a map, developing symbols for routine elements 
will make you more efficient and faster. 

Make titles and sub-titles bold and easy to read so the eye can 
discern where  new ideas start. 

When you;re just starting out don’t worry about the layouts, 
just let the information guide you. Layouts are something to 
experiment with later.  

Dividers like lines can and boxes and help the separate ideas. 
Arrows can help show a flow and which ideas are connected. 

Help make listing items organized and easy to read

Use bubbles and call out boxes to emphasize a main point or
an “ah-ha” moment, or an added little fact. 

Limit your color palette to one or two colors for faster sketch-
noting and a nicer presentation.  

Learn to draw 10-15 icons that you frequently use in note tak-
ing. This will help you become more efficient. 

Sketch Note Elements

1.Develop a 
    legend/key

2.Titles &
lettering

3. Layout

Anybody can sketchnote!

8.Icon Library
Objects

People

4.
Dividers&

Connectors
and flow

5.Bullets
and nuMBERS

6. Bubbles
and cALL OUT BOXES

Color/highlighter7.Color/highlighter
AND SHADING
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Lettering

Practice printing instead of writing in script.  Use plain block letters for your titles until you’re ready to explore new fonts. . 
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Visual Elements
Adding a visual element does not require any artistic skills. You just need to 
quickly sketch things that make sense to you.  The more you practice, the more 
comfortable you will become with it. The fiftieth time you draw an angle will be 
better than the first time. Your Sermon Sketchbook is personal and you share at 
your own discretion. 

Line  Circle   Half circle  S curve 

Spiral  Zig Zag Paisley

Drawing really only consists of  seven basic shapes. Keep your images 
simple. With these seven basic shapes you make any image.  For 
example: 
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People
Think about the angle of the torso when  moving

faces
Keep expressions simple. Upward mouths are 
positive, and downward mouths are negative. 

happy laughing

sieeping stressed confused

scared

unhappy

angrymad
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Next Steps and  tips

1. Get your supplies

2.  Practice Block Letters 
Create a hierarchy with titles and sub-headers

3. Take notes as unusual
add bullet points/big numbers
add separators to distinguish ideas

5. Add images as it makes sense – don’t 
focus on the images

Let them come naturally

6. Join me for the 20 day challenge 
starting Monday to work through the 
conference packet with me.
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Sketchnote Like a BOSS
    21 day challenge

Join me Oct 21st for 21 days
-Daily video to introduce the day’s activities

-IG hash tag to share your work #sketchnoteboss

-FB group to ask questions and share your work\
Sketchnote Boss

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/810706449331897/

-Workbook contains 21 days of guided activities
Strengthen your doodling skills
A lettering challenge
Create an icon a day
Activities to bring it all together
On Day 21 you be ready to sketchnote anything!
The Workbook is available if you sign up for my email. 
Sign up at www.blessinks.com today!
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Its your turn - you recreate this recipe on the opposite page. 
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Additional Resources
Marsha Baker - www.blessinks.com  Instagram: @blessinks
      314-322-5878
      mbaker@lindenwood.edu     or blessinks@Live.com

Mike Rohde   rohdesign.com   Instagram:  @rohdesign
    Books:  Sketchnote handbook, and Sketchnote workbook
    Podcast:  Sketchnote Army   at sketchnotearmy.com

Doodle Revolution by Sunni Brown  Instagram: @sunnibrown

Back of the Napkin by Dan Roan

Sketchnoters to follow on Instagram: 

Diane Bleck  @diane.bleck (graphic designer, founder of Doodle Acadmey)

Eva-lotta Lamm  @ evalottchen (graphic designer)

Rob Demio  @ rob_dimeo (physisist at NISC)

Brandy Agerbock:      @ loosetoothcom             http://loosetooth.com/

Michael Clayton   @profclayton  (professor at Incarnate Word University)

Carrie Baughcum  @heck_awesome  (special ed teacher)

Dana Ladenburger  @dladenburger  (teacher)

Wendi Pillars @wendi322  (teacher)




